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JEWM is a refereed reference and authoritative source of
information in the field of environmental and waste
management Together with its sister publications IJEP, IJETM
and IJGEnvI, it provides a comprehensive coverage of
environmental issues. It covers both engineering/technical and
management solutions.
Topics covered include:
• Multicriteria assessment of waste treatment
technologies
• Stakeholder role: technology
implementation, future technology
management strategies
• Participatory decision making, integration of
policies/research in the waste sector
• Case studies and environmental impact
analysis in the waste sector
• Air, water, soil, groundwater, radiological
pollution, control/management
• Environmental pollution, prevention/control,
waste treatment/management
• Water and municipal/agricultural/industrial
wastewater and waste treatment
• Solid/hazardous/biosolids/residuals waste,
treatment/minimisation/disposal/
management
• Environmental quality standards, legislation,
regulations, policy
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• Pollution prevention, clean technologies,
conservation/recycling/reuse
• Public/environmental health, environmental
toxicology, risk assessment
• Sources/transport/fate of pollutants in the
environment; remediation, restoration
• Mathematical/modelling techniques, case
studies
• Aquatic sciences, water/sol chemistry,
environmental biology, microbiology
• Environmental education and training
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